CPSU Industrial Action Instruction April 2017
This industrial action instruction is for the following actions:
 Auxiliary code work ban
 30 minutes strikes
30 Minute Consecutive Strikes – April 2017 - All members (except those
members who work in the Brisbane Medicare PBS 24/7 shift team) are
eligible to participate in the 30 minute strikes on the dates and times
below. All strikes listed are for the local times in your state or territory.








Thursday 13 April - 30 minutes strikes run from 12:30 and finish at 20:30
Tuesday 18 April - 30 minutes strikes run from 07:00 and finish at 20:30
Wednesday 19 April - 30 minutes strikes run from 07:00 and finish at 20:30
Thursday 20 April - 30 minutes strikes run from 07:00 and finish at 20:30
Friday 21 April - 30 minutes strikes run from 07:00 and finish at 20:30
Monday 24 April - 30 minutes strikes run from 07:00 and finish at 20:30
Wednesday 26 April - 30 minutes strikes run from 07:00 and finish at 20:30

If you are serving a customer at the time a strike starts simply finish serving the
customer and proceed to the strike. The 30 minutes strikes start and end on the hour
and the half hour.
Auxiliary Code Ban: CPSU is applying a ban on the use of some
auxiliary codes on each of the following separate work days only –
Monday 10 April through to Friday 28 April 2017. As each week day
has been notified as a separate action you will need to code the
industrial action you take for each separate day. DHS has previously
applied a 0.19% per day deduction for the application of this ban.
DHS’s new telephony technology changes our Industrial Action instructions. If you
are unsure how the ban applies to you, talk to your delegate or organiser. If you
are still unsure, please don’t apply the ban and seek further advice.
See instructions below.
All members (except those in Child Support) are authorised to ban all auxiliary codes on
weekdays from Monday 10 April to Friday 28 April 2017, except for the auxiliary codes
described below:
● To receive inbound calls, utilise the auxiliary code “Ready”.
● To stop inbound calls (eg when scheduled for a break, completing after call work, L&D)
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utilise the auxiliary code “Not Ready”
● To report an incident of customer aggression use the auxiliary code “OHS_Incident”
** During the period of time the ban is in place, members (except CSP) will only use three
Auxiliary Codes: “Ready”; “Not Ready”; and “OHS_Incident”.
If you work in Child Support all members are authorised to ban all auxiliary codes on
weekdays from Monday 10 April to Friday 28 April 2017, except for the auxiliary codes
described below:
● To receive inbound calls, utilise the auxiliary code “Ready”.
● To Stop inbound calls (eg when scheduled for a break, completing After Call Work or L&D)
utilise the auxiliary code “Not Ready”.
● To receive calls from your own customers when not rostered on an inbound call shift,
utilise the auxiliary code “not ready-case mode”.
● To report an incident of customer aggression use the auxiliary code “OHS_Incident”
** During the period of time the ban is in place, members in CSP will only use four Auxiliary
Codes – “Ready”; “Not Ready”; “Not Ready / Case Mode”; and “OHS_Incident”.
Why we are taking more strike action

We are asking members to take action because there are still significant bargaining
matters outstanding such as: control over hours of work; part timers’ and casuals’
rights; as well as your right to access a trained union delegate; consultation rights; a
fair pay rise taking into account the length of bargaining; and, fair performance
management.
Please read and follow the instructions to the letter. If you have questions please
talk to your Delegate, Organiser, Member Service Centre on 1300 137 636 or
members@cpsu.org.au
Frequently Asked Questions
What do I do if I am serving a customer? If you are serving a customer at the time you
intend to begin a stoppage you should finish serving that customer and then
participate in the stoppage. You will be deducted pay for the period of time you
participate in the action. Eg: If you stopped work for 30 minutes and were 10 minutes
late because of a customer you would be deducted for the remaining 20 minutes of 30
minute the stoppage.
Why are we striking in this way? We have received positive feedback from members
on this form of action because it puts the most pressure on DHS and Government to
resolve bargaining.
What happens if DHS moves me from one workplace to another during strikes? If
DHS moves you to cover gaps created by strikers that are striking you will be able to
take the action notified for that site because the action covers all workers in all sites
except those working on the organ donor line. This limits DHS’s ability to move staff to
cover gaps created by industrial action.
Do I have to take all of the actions? The CPSU has notified the 30 minute stoppages and
encourages all members to participate. However, the decision to take industrial action,
and how much to take, belongs to every union member. This round of action will see
members taking the action that they want to take, resulting in a greater impact on the
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Department while providing flexibility for members around how much action is affordable.
Talk to your local CPSU delegate about strike action.
Do I have to return to work when I end my strike? If your stoppage finishes at or after
your scheduled finish time you don't have to return to work. If the time at the end of
your stoppage is before your normal finishing time you will need to return to work.
Participating in this industrial action
 Members are encouraged to participate in these stoppages. How much action members
take is up to you.
 Each strike must be taken in 30 minute blocks commencing every half hour, on the hour
or half hour on the day of the strike and finishing on the hour or half an hour. Where a
member is serving a customer at the notified commencement time for a stoppage of
work they will commence the stoppage immediately after serving that customer.
How do I record my action? You must correctly and accurately record your absence from
the workplace due to industrial action in ESS when you next return to work.
 You will only be deducted pay for the period/s of action you take on a day, even if there
are multiple periods, in half hour blocks.
 Talk to your delegate about action in your workplace.
Do I need to notify before I take action? If the Department does not issue a specific
‘direction’ for staff to notify prior to the strikes, then no notification needs to be made
until you return to work.
If the Department does issue a direction (verbally or in writing) for staff to notify, then you
must notify your line manager just prior to each action in accordance with the direction.
When is the last time I can start the strike? As the last strike ends at 20:30 local time then
the last time you can start the strike action is at 20:00 local time unless you are serving a
customer at the time the strike starts, in which case you can start the strike when you
finish with the customer.
Read more about your rights here:
http://www.cpsu.org.au/system/files/kyr_dhs_members_guide_to_industrial_action_
2017.pdf
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